
Инструкция к тесту

Заполните форму регистрации
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a sport event

a new shopping centre

a bank robbery 

new technology

1

2

3

4

Listening 

Match the number of the text and the topic. 

Listen 2 times

1 1 из 11

1 Can you turn the TV on? There’s the local ……

2 That Halloween costume was very ……... The baby was scared.

3 People who are …… always want to know more about different things.

4 Go….. reading. It’s really interesting

5 Peter doesn’t like the movie. It was very ………..

6 There are some types of mass media: newspapers, magazines, TV, radio and ...............

7 We gave some children books ….. as we don’t need them anymor

1 away

2 boring

3 the Internet

4 curious

5 news

6 ugly

7 horoscope

8 on

Vocabulary

Match the sentences and the words. One word is extra.

2 2 из 11

Grammar 

Choose the correct variant

 

A(n) ………………………. writer

3 3 из 11

middle-aged nice English

nice English middle-aged

nice middle-aged English



A(n) …………….. scarf

4 4 из 11

Chinese silk bright

bright Chinese silk

silk bright Chinese

The concert was very ...........

5 5 из 11

excited

exciting

Jim was very.............. with the story.

6 6 из 11

amused

amusing

The children ............... when the rain ...........

7 7 из 11

were drawing, were starting

were drawing, started

 drawn, started

We ................. a film at 10 am last Sunday.

8 8 из 11

was watching

 watched

were watching

They ................. their test while it ................. hard.

9 9 из 11

wrote, rained

were writing, was raining

were writing, rained



A      A trip to London is never complete without a visit to the Tower of London. The site dates back to the 11  century
and is guarded by the Yeoman warders, or “Beefeaters”.
 

B      King Henry VIII first introduced Beefeaters in 1485 when he used them as bodyguards. Their duties included
(включали) looking after the prisoners in the Tower and guarding the Crown Jewels (драгоценности). These days
though, their main role is to act as guides for many tourists that visit the Tower every year. They also take care of the
eight big black ravens that live there.

C      There are 36 Yeoman warders at the Tower and they are all men who were in the army for 22 years or more. They
live in the Tower with their families.

D      The Beefeaters are most famous for their striking red and gold uniform, but they actually wear this on formal
occasions (событие). Most of the time they wear a dark blue uniform with red trimmings (отделка).

E       No one is exactly sure where the name “Beefeater” comes from. One theory says that the warders used to be paid
with meat instead of money! Other say that the name comes from the French word buffetier. Buffetiers were guards in the
palace of French Kings. They protected the King’s food.

1 It’s famous but very special

2 Many different ideas

3 At the zoo

4 Not many

5 A place to see

6 At the beginning

Reading

 

Read the text and match the paragraphs and the titles. One title is extra

10 10 из 11

th

11 11 из 11



Look at the picture. Write 5 sentences using Past Continuous

 

Example: Andy and Liz were drinking some tea at 6 pm yesterday.
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